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binning matches moments
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we can incorporate chemical information

Omega Cen metallicity distribution

Johnson & Pilachowski 2010
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we can improve membership probabilities

$$\mathcal{L}( v_{\text{obs}} | \text{model} )^p \times \mathcal{L}( v_{\text{obs}} | \text{background} )^{1-p}$$
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✵ assumptions (following JAM models (Cappellari 2008)):
  ✵ axisymmetric
  ✵ velocity ellipsoid aligned with cylindrical coordinate system
  ✵ anisotropy constant: $<v_R^2> = b <v_z^2>$
  ✵ rotation parameter: $<v_\phi> = k \ ( <v_\phi^2> - <v_R^2> )^{1/2}$
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- velocity anisotropy: $\beta = 1 - \langle v_z^2 \rangle / \langle v_R^2 \rangle$
- inclination angle: $i \ (\sim 50^\circ)$
- stellar mass-to-light ratio: $M/L \ (\sim 2.8)$
- probability of membership, VL sample: $p_{VL} \ (\sim 1)$
- probability of membership, PM sample: $p_{PM} \ (\sim 1)$

*emcee* MCMC  Foreman-Mackey et al. 2012
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**Graphs:**

- Beta distribution
- Inclination distribution
- Mass to Light ratio distribution
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we are implementing discrete modelling of discrete datasets
  now using Jeans, later Schwarzschild

includes improved membership determination and chemical tagging

preliminary results looks promising!
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Binned model evolution
Binned model parameters
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